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This presentation will address the following areas:

Outline of Presentation





This funding, in the amount of $25,000,
is being used to improve mobility and
enhance active transportation options
for people who are reliant on
wheelchairs, scooters, walkers and other
mobility aids.

The City of New Westminster, with the
assistance of the Seniors Services Task
Force, successfully applied for funding
under the Built Environment and Active
Transportation Program.

Background









To share the results with relevant City Departments. These results will inform
City polices, practices and design decisions related to wheelability.

To prepare maps that incorporate preferred routes to key destinations.
These maps will identify gradients, surface treatments, accessibility and safety
features (e.g., curb cuts), and pedestrian conveniences (e.g., benches).

To involve the target population, City staff and elected officials to facilitate
educational opportunities and knowledge exchange.

To assess the ‘wheelability’ of the Uptown and Downtown neighbourhoods of
New Westminster.

The pilot project has four key objectives:

Key Objectives

Established representative working group to guide and inform project.

Developed pre-assessment (technical) and assessment (experiential) tools.

Conducted Uptown (Sept. 12) and Downtown (Sept. 26) assessments.







Pre and Community Assessments













gradient or inclination of route segments
location of curb cuts, pedestrian crossings and permanent street furniture
pedestrian crossing times
presence of cross-slopes (e.g., a driveway that slopes through a sidewalk)
surface treatments
width of curb cuts and sidewalks

This work recorded ‘measurable or objective’ information such as:

Prior to the community assessment, City staff conducted a pre-assessment.

Pre-Assessment















Are curb cuts easy to use and safe?
Are there catching, slip or trip hazards such as grates, slick surfaces or tree roots?
Are there obstacles such as permanent street furniture or utility poles?
Are pedestrian push-buttons conveniently located at intersections?
Are pedestrian crossing-times adequate to safely cross at intersections?
Is landscaping bordering sidewalks well maintained?
Is there adequate accessible seating – e.g., benches and bus stops?

For example,

Mobility aid users were asked to identify challenges and obstacles:

Community Assessment











Maintenance (e.g., cracking, lifting and settling sidewalks / over-reliance on filling, grinding and patching)
Guidelines (e.g., difficulty crossing signalized intersections within prescribed times)
Enforcement (e.g., location of sandwich boards and sidewalk merchandising / overhanging vegetation)
Other (e.g., aggressive and impatient drivers, placement of utility infrastructure)

Design (e.g., different surface treatments, lack of consistency and poor design, presence of cross slopes)

Based on the assessment, the following issues were identified:

Community Assessment











121 respondents
60.4% were 65 years or older
28.8% used more than one mobility aid to get around
40.1% used a walker; 25.2% used a walking stick; 24.3% used a scooter; 18%
used as a manual wheelchair; and 16.2% used a power wheelchair
84.7% used their mobility aid Uptown; 37.8% used their mobility aid Downtown

The profile of survey respondents is as follows:

Community Survey Profile

Do not or rarely go Downtown due to the steepness of the hills. (15)
Use Sixth Street – e.g., available power sources, direct, interesting and safe. (10)
Use HandyDart, public transit or taxi between Uptown and Downtown. (9)
Do not travel between Uptown and Downtown. (7)
Usually drive between Uptown and Downtown. (6)
Use Eighth Street – e.g., most direct way to Century House. (5)
Use Tenth Street, Royal Avenue, and Eighth or Sixth Street. (5)
The Downtown is inaccessible unless one is going east to west or vice versa (4)
Not too familiar with the Downtown - i.e., tend to avoid it. (2)

Summary: Downtown perceived as being less accessible than Uptown / no obvious preferred route



















Regarding preferred routes between Uptown and Downtown New Westminster:

Community Survey Results















Poor design of curb cuts – e.g., central location and slope force uses out into traffic. (19)
Presence of steep slopes, especially in the Downtown. (13)
Too many different surface treatments – e.g., asphalt, brick, cement and cobble. (12)
Poor construction practices – e.g., inadequate signage and lack of alternative routes. (11)
Issue related to SkyTrain accessibility – e.g., crowded cars and inoperable elevators. (9)
Lack of snow removal on sidewalks – e.g., need to more strictly enforce bylaws. (7)
Numerous cross-slopes on sidewalks – i.e., driveways crossing sidewalks. (7)

Regarding barriers or obstacles in the built environment:

Community Survey Results







Potential Obstacles:
-

Cross Slope:

Accessibility:

Surface Treatment:

Minimum Sidewalk Width:

Example

Length: 342 metres (0.2 miles)
Elevation Change: 36 metres (118 feet)

Gradient: 10.5%

Sixth Street (Columbia Street to Royal Avenue)

To inform City polices, practices and design decisions related to wheelability.

To raise civic and community awareness about active transportation options for
people who are reliant on mobility aids – e.g., newspaper articles and video.

To prepare maps which identify gradients, surface treatments, accessibility and
safety features (e.g., curb cuts), and pedestrian conveniences (e.g., benches).
Each route segment will contain an information bar (see below example).

Potential products include:

Products

